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Introduction 

On an April morning in 1996, I was ushered into a large conference room at the 

University of Maryland where I was set to defend the dissertation that I had 

been toiling away at for the previous six years, titled “Rhetoric and Apocalyptic 

in the Epistles of the New Testament.” After weeks of wracking my brain 

anticipating the questions my committee might ask me, I was ready for 

anything—or so I thought. I could defend my definition of the “apocalyptic 

form” as well my choice of the particular texts I had studied. I had talking 

points for explaining my method of analysis as well as for navigating the thorny 

question of how the New Testament writers encountered the classical tradition 

of rhetoric. But then, in the middle of my defense, one of the examiners 

dropped a bombshell: “How has this study affected your faith?” he asked.  

 It was the one question I did not expect. Yet, that question also brought 

into sharp focus the tension that I have faced for much of my academic career 

between these two dimensions of my life that have often seemed to be driving 

me in opposite directions—my faith and my learning. Indeed, looking back at 

that moment, I am struck by how rarely the opportunity to explore their 

connection ever presented itself. My undergraduate studies at a Christian 

university rarely brought them together. Although our schedules were saturated 

with religious activity, we rarely talked about how the things we were learning 

in our academic pursuits, for example, in science or history, affected our 

theology. Conversely, we did not explore how our faith impacted the way we 

approached, say, social and political issues. Like many Christian institutions at 

the time, we were following what Robert Benne described as a “two-spheres” 

model, where the actual content of our education was “relatively untouched by 

Christian claims,” even though the college’s culture was pervaded by Christian 

piety, epitomized by daily chapel and the prayers with which we began many of 

our classes.
1
 

 Later, when I was in graduate school, I began to encounter knowledge 

that challenged my faith, for example, reading for the first time about the 

formation of the biblical canon or beginning to explore the philosophy of 

religion. I felt as if I had been wading at the beach and had suddenly gotten 

                                                 
1 Robert Benne, Quality with Soul: How Six Premier Colleges and Universities Keep Faith with Their 
Religious Traditions (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 112-13. 
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caught in an undertow—I simply was not prepared for it. I had the same 

experience several years later when, as part of my PhD studies, I began to 

encounter the fact that, despite their ostensible rejection of classical rhetoric, 

the New Testament writers seemed clearly to have followed that tradition’s 

precepts. Again, this challenged the view of the Bible I had grown up with, and 

I found myself struggling to balance what I was discovering in my research and 

what my religious heritage told me was the case. Not surprisingly, the 

conversation was off limits during the years that I taught in a secular university, 

and I certainly could not bring it up in church. So for most of my adult life—

except for that one moment in my dissertation defense—my faith and my 

intellectual life were relegated to separate spheres and, at times, they felt like 

horses running full gallop in opposite directions. 

 After nine years in the secular academy, I joined the faculty of 

Pepperdine University. The first event I attended as a new faculty member was 

a week-long seminar on “faith and learning,” put on by an organization called 

the “Center for Faith and Learning.” To my delight, I found that “faith” and 

“learning” could be included in same sentence and, indeed, that we might 

explore their integration. For the first time, I encountered the work of such 

thinkers as George Marsden, Arthur Holmes, Nicholas Wolterstorff, Mark Noll, 

and others who had been engaged in a robust conversation about how our 

Christian identity and our calling as teachers and scholars can affect each other.  

 I have been living in the “faith and learning” conversation for almost a 

decade now, and I am amazed and heartened by the rich variety of directions it 

has taken. In this essay I shall attempt to trace, in broad outline at least, the 

trajectories along which different scholars have pursued the integration of faith 

and learning. I focus, first, on how the conversation has broadened beyond its 

roots in a single theological tradition to embrace a much greater diversity of 

voices. Second, I explore some of the ways this integration has filtered down to 

very practical concerns regarding the teacher’s identity, pedagogy, and content. 

 

Broadening the Conversation  

 

Shortly after I began my graduate studies in theology, I came across a thesis 

which showed how profoundly one of my own tradition's most important early 

leaders, Alexander Campbell, was influenced by the epistemology of John 

Locke, and how that philosophical lens, in turn, shaped what Campbell saw (or 

did not see) when he read about the work of the Holy Spirit in the lives of 

Christians.
2
 Contrary to our naive belief that we were seeing what was simply 

“there” in Scripture, I realized that our reading of Scripture was filtered through 

                                                 
2 Patrick Leon Brooks, Lockean Epistemology and the Indwelling Spirit in the Restoration Movement 
(Masters Thesis, Abilene Christian College, 1977). 
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a particular set of lenses, through what rhetorical scholar Kenneth Burke called 

our “terministic screens.”
3
 

 Over the past decade or so, the “faith and learning” conversation has 

undergone the same self-examination. Although believers, especially in the 

Catholic tradition, have been exploring the intersections of faith and learning 

for centuries, the present conversation among evangelical scholars is often 

traced to Calvinist theologian Abraham Kuyper, whose own theological 

assumptions indelibly shaped the approach of subsequent scholars.
4
 As a 

consequence, some have argued, their work has at times evidenced a tone of 

triumphalism, as if Christian scholars formed the sole bulwark preventing the 

secular academy’s descent into utter godlessness. Given this assumption, 

observers have noted, it is not surprising that the conversation seemed to go in 

only one direction—faith critiquing human learning, which was clearly 

“distorted by human fallibility and sin”—but not the other way around.
5
 This 

theological tradition also tended to be highly cerebral, so that faith and learning 

came together only in our heads, as an intellectual project. As Jacobsen and 

Jacobsen pointed out, while this approach may work well for some disciplines, 

not all subjects are so philosophically driven. Further, as Smith argued in his 

critique of “worldview” language to describe faith and learning, this approach 

also risks reducing Christian faith to “a set of ideas, principles, claims and 

propositions that are known and believed,” in a way that ignores humans’ status 

as “embodied creatures” rather than merely “thinking things that are containers 

for ideas.”
6
 

 In recent years, however, scholars have welcomed the rich diversity 

that thinkers from a variety of theological traditions bring to the integration of 

faith and learning. Scholars from the Anabaptist and other social justice-

focused traditions challenge us not merely to think philosophically about touch 

points between theology and our disciplines, but also to orient our educational 

enterprise toward proclaiming “good news to the poor   . . . freedom to the 

prisoners, and recovery of sight for the blind” (Luke 4:18). What makes a 

Christian education Christian is its emphasis on acting in the world on behalf of 

those who are marginalized or oppressed by the present structures of power. 

For scholars in the Wesleyan and holiness traditions, the connection between 

                                                 
3 In his discussion of  “terministic screens” Burke underscores the way that the constellation of ideas and 

assumptions inherent in a particular terminology shapes or filters the user’s perception. Thus, he pointed out, 
“if any given terminology is a reflection of reality, by its very nature as a terminology it must be a selection of 

reality; and to this extent it must function also as a deflection of reality.” Kenneth Burke, Language as 

Symbolic Action: Essays on Life, Literature, and Method (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 
1966), 45. 
4 For a brief overview of the history of the “integration of faith and learning” model, see Douglas G. Jacobsen 

and Rhonda Hustedt Jacobsen, Scholarship and Christian Faith: Enlarging the Conversation (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2004), 15-22.  
5 Robert Benne, Quality with Soul, 98. 
6 James K. A. Smith, Desiring the Kingdom: Worship, Worldview, and Cultural Formation (Grand Rapids, 
MI: Baker Academic, 2009), 32. 
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faith and learning happens in the cultivation of practices that lead to active 

discipleship, so that integration happens not simply in our minds, but in our 

character and behavior. For scholars in the charismatic traditions, integrating 

faith into learning emphasizes the work of the Holy Spirit in our creative 

processes, with particular emphasis on the role of emotions and experience in 

the learning process. While Catholic scholars, who work from an analogical 

way of thinking, stress “connections, continuities and paradoxical 

relationships” where others see “distance, difference, and opposition.”
7
 They 

bring to Christian scholarship a “sacramental vision [that] encounters God in 

the whole creation,” perceiving God “not only present in but working through 

persons, events and material things.”
8
  

 Each of these theological traditions contributes an important dimension 

to the project of integrating faith and learning. Inevitably, of course, we each 

work within the particularity of our own faith traditions. But as we join that 

larger conversation, we discover “new clues of understanding that can either 

augment or rearrange the elements of data and interpretation that make up our 

own views.”
9
 Further, we find ways of thinking about integration that take in a 

much broader range of disciplines besides those that naturally lend themselves 

to philosophical reflection. Our challenge, then, is to engage this richer, fuller 

sense of integration that holds together these varying views, often in 

paradoxical relationship to each other, even as we remain faithful to the 

particular heritage in which we find ourselves.
10

  

  

Bringing the Conversation Down to Earth 

 

In its early days, much of the discussion around the integration of faith and 

learning took place at the “30 thousand foot” level, with scholars providing 

philosophical and theological rationales for the integration of faith and learning. 

Early examples included Noll’s The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind and 

Marsden’s The Outrageous Idea of Christian Scholarship.
11

 A more recent 

example is Noll’s masterful study, Jesus Christ and the Life of the Mind, which 

explores broad principles for scholarship that arise from Christianity’s 

                                                 
7 Jacobsen and Jacobsen, Scholarship and Christian Faith,  80. 
8 Benne, 118. 
9 Jacobsen and Jacobsen, 78. 
10 Richard Hughes is especially helpful in advancing a view of faith and learning that brings together 

paradoxical theological commitments. See his discussion of how the theological ideas of sanctification and 

justification can be brought together as anchors for Christian higher education, in Richard T. Hughes, The 
Vocation of the Christian Scholar: How Christian Faith Can Sustain the Life of the Mind (Grand Rapids, MI: 

Eerdmans, 2005), 107-129. 
11 Mark A Noll, The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1994); George M. 
Marsden, The Outrageous Idea of Christian Scholarship (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997). 
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commitment to the doctrines of the incarnation and atonement of Christ.
12

 

These works and others like them offered strong, often spirited arguments that 

Christian scholars should boldly claim their place at the academic table. But for 

many of us, what we needed was not more philosophical support for the idea of 

Christian scholarship—we were convinced of the need to integrate faith and 

learning. We just did not know how. We needed concrete, practical ways of 

taking our theological commitments with us into our actual disciplines. At long 

last, the conversation has begun to address what the integration of faith and 

learning looks like “in the trenches.” This effort to bring integration to the 

particularity of our teaching has gone in three directions, exploring our identity 

as teachers and scholars, our pedagogical practices, and the content of our 

disciplines. In short, the conversation addresses who we teach, how we teach, 

and what we teach. 

 

Who We Teach  

Of the more direct applications of the integration of faith and learning, this is 

perhaps the one that speaks most obviously to any of us who seek to be 

“Christian scholars”—the way that our faith convictions shape our own 

identities and ways of being. As Parker Palmer poignantly observed, we do not 

just teach our subjects; we teach ourselves:  

 

Teaching, like any truly human activity, emerges from one’s 

inwardness, for better or worse. As I teach, I project the 

condition of my soul onto my students, my subject, and our way 

of being together. . . . Viewed from this angle, teaching holds a 

mirror to the soul. If I am willing to look in that mirror and not 

run from what I see, I have a chance to gain self-knowledge—

and knowing myself is as crucial to good teaching as knowing 

my students and my subject.
13

 

 

The way we teach, even the subjects that we choose (or, in Palmer’s view, that 

choose us), are profoundly shaped by our own identities, our own wounds and 

fears and gifts, so that if we are to be good teachers we must attend to our own 

stories. I recently was part of a gathering of “mid-career” faculty that included 

colleagues who had been in the guild for between 10 and 20 years and, in a 

couple of cases, for more than 30. We were instructed to write our own 

                                                 
12 Noll identifies these principles as “doubleness” (the ability to seek knowledge about particular matters from 
more than one perspective), “contingency” (the fact that early Christians’ knowledge about Christ grew out of 

empirical investigation rather than logical deduction), “particularity” (which “justifies a rooted, perspectival 

understanding of truth” while also holding out the possibility of universal truth), and self-denial (the 
acknowledgement of our finiteness and capacity for evil). See Noll A. Mark, Jesus Christ and the Life of the 

Mind (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2011), 45-64. 
13 Parker J. Palmer, The Courage to Teach: Exploring the Inner Landscape of a Teacher's Life (San 
Francisco: CA: Jossey-Bass, 2007), 2-3. 
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vocational stories reflecting on such themes as what drew us into the profession 

in the first place, who influenced us, and what joys and disappointments we 

encountered along the way, and then to share them with each other as part of a 

faculty retreat. In the midst of laughter and tears, we each shared our sacred 

journeys in a holy moment of community and self-awareness. We each realized 

how deeply our own experiences—our fears and wounds, the voices of other 

people, unsought gifts and disappointed hopes—shaped our lives and practices 

as teachers. We came away with a deepened awareness that nurturing our own 

spiritual growth is crucial to being a good teacher. 

 Here is one simple example of how that awareness has shaped me. As a 

middle-child-conflict-avoider who craves the approval of other people, my 

perennial struggle is not be controlled by the need for my students’ approval or 

my obsession with the quality of my own performance. My challenge is for it 

not to be “about me.” Stanford psychologist Phil Zimbardo once described his 

own encounter with this struggle:  

 

I notice I’m perspiring while lecturing. From that I infer I am 

nervous. If it occurs often, I might even label myself a “nervous 

person.” Once I have the label, the next question I must answer 

is “Why am I nervous?” Then I start to search for an appropriate 

explanation. I might notice some students leaving the room, or 

being inattentive. I am nervous because I’m not giving a good 

lecture. That makes me nervous. How do I know it’s not good? 

Because I’m boring my audience. I am nervous because I am a 

boring lecturer and I want to be a good lecturer. I feel 

inadequate. Maybe I should open a delicatessen instead.
14

  

 

How many times have we had that same experience? Zimbardo went on to end 

his scenario this way:  

 

Just then a student says, “It’s hot in here, I’m perspiring and it 

makes it tough to concentrate on your lecture.” Instantly, I’m no 

longer “nervous” or “boring.”
15

 

 

With gracious honesty and good humor, Zimbardo captured how fearful we can 

be before our students, how vulnerable we are to feelings of inadequacy and 

failure.  

 In the face of that vulnerability, I realize my need for grace, as the 

classic definition puts it, “God’s unmerited favor.” I need the deep conviction 

that we have been saved “by grace . . .  through faith—and this is not from 

                                                 
14 Cited in Ronald B. Adler and Russell F. Proctor, Looking Out, Looking In (Boston, MA: Wadsworth 

Cengage Learning, 2014), 119. 
15 Ibid. 
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yourselves, it is the gift of God—not by works, so that no one can boast” (Eph. 

2:8-9). I need to cultivate a conviction in my own heart that our fundamental 

identity lies not in our performance—not in the length of our CVs or in our 

course evaluations—but in God’s pronouncement that we are the beloved. In 

Henri Nouwen’s words,  

 

Being the Beloved is the origin and the fulfillment of the life of 

the Spirit. I say this because, as soon as we catch a glimpse of 

this truth, we are put on a journey in search of the fullness of that 

truth and we will not rest until we can rest in that truth. From the 

moment we claim the truth of being the Beloved, we are faced 

with the call to become who we are. Becoming the Beloved is 

the great spiritual journey we have to make.
16

 

 

 As a teacher, I know what it feels like to be “in the zone.” We have all 

had those moments when we are “on,” when our students are fully engaged and 

our classroom is abuzz. This is the moment every teacher lives for. I also know 

what most keeps me from being “in the zone”: my own self-consciousness, the 

fear that I might fail, my anxiety over the prospect that my students might not 

respond to me. To be effective as a teacher, I must be able to walk into my 

classroom with a deep sense of well-being, so that even if I fail as a teacher, I 

am still okay. As the beloved of God, I no longer have to prove myself or 

defend myself; I am free simply to be present with my students. What I have 

found in my own journey is that the times when grace is most real to me turn 

out to be the moments when I am at my best as a teacher. When that happens, I 

experience the integration of faith and learning at the level of “who” I teach.  

 

How We Teach  

Among the most recent explorations of how faith relates to learning is the work 

of David I. Smith and James K. A. Smith on faith and pedagogy. They begin 

with this fundamental axiom: “We are formed by the practices in which we 

participate, and not merely by the ideas we exchange.”
17

 In other words, the 

habitual activities that we engage in individually and communally, including 

those we are not even aware of, profoundly shape our character and the manner 

in which that we live. These practices become reified into patterned interactions 

or repertoires, which eventually become encoded within institutional structures. 

Those structures, finally, create meaning and shape the possibilities we have for 

communal participation.  

                                                 
16 Henri J. M. Nouwen, Michael J. Christensen, and Rebecca Laird, Spiritual Direction: Wisdom for the Long 
Walk of Faith (San Francisco: Harper San Francisco, 2006), 33. 
17 David I. Smith and James K. A. Smith, “Introduction: Practices, Faith, and Pedagogy,” in Teaching and 

Christian Practices: Reshaping Faith and Learning, ed. David I. Smith and James K. A. Smith (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2011), 6. 
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 Applied to education, this understanding of practices and the social 

imagination leads them to interrogate processes of reification in the classroom, 

“chairs, desks, textbooks, grades, syllabi, tests, gestures, and so on. Ideas, 

assumptions, and goals have become reified parts of the shared physical 

environment, and consequently constrain future actions.”
18

 The impact of this 

structural reification, they argued, cannot be overstated: 

 

If my classroom consists of a large number of chairs fixed in 

straight rows all facing in the same direction, then certain kinds 

of participation, such as listening to a lecture and writing notes, 

becomes easier. Other kinds, such as group discussion, become 

more difficult . . . Similarly, some ways of awarding grades 

(judgments reified as letter-objects) will encourage individually 

competitive forms of participation; others will encourage 

cooperation. Some ways of grading will encourage conformity; 

others originality. As these choices become reified into stable 

institutional structures, they may work for or against the 

intentions of individual instructors or learners. . . .
19

 

  

The result is the creation of a communal imagination, a shared vision of what 

the world is, who we are, and how we should live in the world. Imagination 

becomes embodied in the repertoire of practices, even as the repertoire shapes 

imagination. This stunning insight raises the disturbing possibility that I might 

be engaging in institutional practices that actually undermine the very 

orientation to the world that I most hope to instill in my students—and I am not 

even aware of it.  

 One way of pursuing this greater integration in our pedagogy involves 

drawing on traditional practices from Christian spirituality in the classroom. 

For example, Smith and Smith’s volume includes the account of a physics 

professor who introduced students to the ancient spiritual practice of the 

labyrinth at the start of the semester, so that this ancient practice became a 

metaphor for students’ journey into the study of physics.
20

 Several of my 

colleagues have similarly introduced creative practices around the use of food. 

One has small groups into his home for dinner but, in a marked departure from 

the way most of us stage that kind of event (frenetically working to make sure 

that the food comes out of the oven at the precise moment when the students 

walk in the door), he has them prepare the meal together, so that they 

experience the kind of community that comes when people share the 

                                                 
18 Ibid., 13. 
19 Ibid. 
20 See Matthew Walhout, “Thrill Rides and Labyrinths: The Pedagogical Logic of Freedom and Constraint,” 

in Teaching and Christian Practices: Reshaping Faith and Learning, ed. David I. Smith and James K. A. 
Smith (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2011), 194-210. 
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preparation as well as the feast itself. Others build times of guided meditation 

into their classes as, for example, my colleague in our Great Books program has 

done for more than 20 years by devoting 15 minutes each week to a guided 

meditation patterned after the reflective practices of St. Ignatius of Loyola. He 

continues to hear from former students who affirm how deeply significant this 

was in their lives. And lest we think that this is a waste of precious time, the 

extensive longitudinal study into spirituality and higher education conducted by 

UCLA researchers Alexander Astin and Helen Astin and their associates found 

that the use of meditation and other contemplative practices in the classroom 

not only enhanced students’ spiritual development, it also enhanced their 

cognitive and academic performance as well.
21

  

 These examples provide a glimpse into rich possibilities for how 

practices from traditional Christian spirituality can be resources for shaping our 

pedagogy. But even more fundamentally, I come away from the discussion of 

faith and pedagogy realizing that part of my challenge as a teacher who is 

concerned with the integration of faith and learning is to pay attention even to 

the micro-level patterned actions that recur repeatedly in my class and in our 

university. As an example, I recently had a conversation with a group of 

students about our new student orientation program. The students almost 

universally expressed dismay at the extent to which that week-long frenzy 

plunges them into a frenetic swirl of superficial engagements with activities and 

other people. As one student put it, “We barely get involved in one activity or 

one good conversation before you yank us out of that and put us in something 

else.” As they talked, I was struck by the fact that in this, their first in-depth 

socializing experience at my institution, we may be orienting them to an 

unhealthy approach to life which undermines the kind of character and lifestyle 

that we say we value. We are teaching them to engage with life and other 

people at a superficial level and then we wonder why, during their four years on 

our campus, they are often lonely, overcommitted, and prone simply to “collect 

activities” that they can list on their resume without engaging them deeply and 

thoughtfully. They may simply be living out of the very social imagination to 

which our practices have acculturated them. 

 Of course, this awareness challenges me to examine even the most 

minute and often un-reflexive elements of my own teaching practice. How do I 

greet students as they enter my classroom? How do I configure the classroom? 

How do I structure our time together? Does the daily reading quiz I usually start 

with support the kind of theological imagination that I hope to instill in my 

students? Do I contact students when I have to be late to office hours? These 

and similar questions underscore our challenge as teachers to examine our 

                                                 
21 Alexander W. Astin, Helen S. Astin, and Jennifer A. Lindholm, Cultivating the Spirit: How College Can 
Enhance Students' Inner Lives (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2011), 77. 
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pedagogical practices and to develop practices that truly fit our identity and 

mission as Christian institutions. 

 

What We Teach  

For many of us, this is the development we have been awaiting, a discussion of 

strategies for bringing faith and learning together in our individual disciplines. 

In other words, what does the integration of faith and learning mean for me as a 

historian? A psychologist? A political scientist? An artist? This push to bring 

the conversation down to the particularity of our individual disciplines 

represents the flowering of two axioms that have guided the project from the 

start. The first axiom is that a Christian worldview provides a vantage point 

from which to engage and even “critique the premises of modern learning.”
22

 

All scholars come to their disciplines with fundamental beliefs and assumptions 

that control the processes by which we seek, generate, and communicate 

knowledge. This axiom calls us to examine and critique those fundamental 

assumptions from the perspective of Christian theology. But there is a second 

axiom that, theoretically at least, guides the integration project, which states 

that modern learning should also reinforce, challenge, and even refine our 

Christian worldview. Nicholas Wolterstoff put it this way:  

The scholar never fully knows in advance where his [or her] line 

of thought will lead . . . For the Christian to undertake 

scholarship is to undertake a course of action that may lead [one] 

into the painful process of revising [one’s] actual Christian 

commitment, sorting through . . . beliefs, and discarding some 

from a position where they can no longer function as control.
23

  

 

Pursuing Disciplinary Integration 

 

Thus, even as we examine the premises of modern learning, we also grapple 

with the implications of scholarly discovery for Christian faith and practice. 

Reflecting these assumptions, Christian scholars are pursuing this disciplinary 

integration at three natural points in the teaching process, which we might term 

“pre-discipline,” “mid-stream,” and “post-discipline.” 

 

“Pre-discipline” Integration  

For many, a critical point of integration happens when we invite our students to 

interrogate the a priori assumptions on which our disciplines are based. As one 

example, in the opening chapter of his book, Why Business Matters to God, 

Jeffrey Van Duzer explores the way that creation theology might inform the 

                                                 
22 Jacobsen and Jacobsen 18. 
23 Cited in Jacobsen and Jacobsen, 22. 
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teaching of business.
24

 Of course, we have always understood that one might 

grow as a Christian in a business setting, but we have also typically seen 

business as inherently polluted, so that the challenge was to be in it without 

getting one’s hands too dirty. Van Duzer, by contrast, argues that among the 

mandates that come out of the creation stories in Gen. 1-2 (e.g., procreation, 

stewardship of the earth, etc.), the mandates to do meaningful work and to 

provide for our needs from among the earth’s resources will, for most people, 

be fulfilled in the context of business. In other words, he says, it is not simply 

that one might grow spiritually within the inherently tainted context of 

business, but that business per se might actually be the cultural institution 

through which humans fulfill this part of God’s creation vision. Imagine, he 

says, what business education would look like if it were grounded in that 

theological conviction, instead of the more common assumption that business’s 

sole telos is maximizing shareholder profit. 

 In a similar vein, psychologist Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen has called 

for Christian psychologists to challenge the two foundational anthropologies 

that have shaped the discipline of psychology in the United States.
25

 One 

anthropological perspective views humans as simply the result of processes of 

evolutionary biology, giving rise to a wing of the discipline that is, as she puts 

it, “unreflectively positivistic.”
26

 The other anthropologic perspective embraces 

the view of individualistic humanism, which tends to give rise to a kind of self-

deification. The concern she raises is that we might teach the “standard” body 

of psychological knowledge to our students without ever examining the 

fundamental a priori assumptions that informs the discipline’s current practice. 

What, she asks, would the discipline look like if we began with a biblical 

conception of what it means to be human? 

 For my rhetoric students, this “pre-discipline” exploration takes the 

form of a “Theology and Rhetoric” paper in which students explicate some core 

concept from Judeo-Christian theology such as human fallenness, God’s vision 

of shalom, social justice, the atonement, etc., and then explore what how we 

might view rhetoric if we took that concept seriously. Because not everyone in 

my class is a Christian, I frame this assignment as a “thought experiment” they 

can complete whether they are believers or not. In fact, I tell them, one of the 

best papers I ever received was written by an atheist who, with my 

encouragement, used the paper as an opportunity to call Christians to account 

                                                 
24 Jeffrey B. Van Duzer, Why Business Matters to God (And What Still Needs to Be Fixed), (Downers Grove, 
Ill: IVP Academic, 2010), 23-48. 
25 Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen and Jade Avelis, “Five Uneasy Questions: Or, Will Success Spoil Christian 

Psychologists?” in Beyond Integration: Inter/Disciplinary Possibilities for the Future of Christian Higher 
Education, ed. Todd C. Ream, Jerry A. Pattengale, and David L. Riggs (Abilene, TX: Abilene Christian 

University Press, 2012), 125-40. For the same approach applied to political theory, see Jeanne Heffernan 

Schindler, “Healing Democracy’s Discontent: The Christian Contribution to Contemporary Politics,” in the 

same volume (49-62). 

26 Van Leeuwen and Avelis, 112. 
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for what they claim to believe. This assignment enables my students to see the 

extent to which the discipline of rhetoric has traditionally been framed 

antagonistically, as a contest or even a war in which skillful orators employ 

“strategies” to “conquer” the “defenses” of their audiences, and how the 

discipline might be viewed and practiced differently when framed 

theologically. 

 In other subjects, the “pre-disciplinary” exploration might take a very 

different form, not of challenging the foundational assumptions of the 

discipline but of intentionally bracketing out theological perspectives for the 

purpose of carrying out disciplinary practice. As an example, my historian 

colleague introduces his discipline to students by inviting them to consider the 

epistemological framework in which it operates.
27

 He begins by affirming his 

own identity as a Christian, and then explains the difference between 

approaching a historical event as a believer versus that of a practicing historian. 

As a Christian, he says, he might reflect on what God was accomplishing in 

some past event. But when he examines the same event as a historian, he enters 

a philosophical framework which assumes that history unfolds within a “closed 

universe,” where events have “natural causes” which are, themselves, caused by 

other “natural events,” and so forth. His “pre-disciplinary conversation” thus 

emphasizes that certain disciplines—history is one, neuropsychology might 

well be another—study phenomena using methodologies that lead to particular, 

and necessarily partial, explanations for why things are the way they are. In 

history we look for causes occurring in the material world. In neuropsychology 

we might be looking for chemical processes or electrical impulses that occur in 

this organ we call the brain. The danger is when our students begin to believe 

that this is the only explanation for why the world is the way it is. So in this 

case, although he brackets out theological explanations at the beginning, my 

colleague wants his students to see the limitations inherent in his discipline’s 

practices, so they realize that being a good historian does not preclude a belief 

that God is active in the world. 

 As these examples suggest, then, one way of bringing the integration of 

faith and learning down to the level our specific disciplines is by engaging in 

the “pre-disciplinary” interrogation of the foundational assumptions on which 

those disciplines are based. As Jacobsen and Jacobsen note, Arthur Holmes 

stressed the need for this examination because, he believed,   

 

most scholars were unaware of their own foundational 

assumptions about their disciplines. Somewhere along the way 

they had been nurtured into one way or another of seeing the 

world that had become second nature to them, but most scholars 

                                                 
27 See also Timothy Larsen, “Evangelicals, the Academy, and the Discipline of History,” in Beyond 

Integration: Inter/Disciplinary Possibilities for the Future of Christian Higher Education, ed. Todd C. Ream, 
Jerry A. Pattengale, and David L. Riggs (Abilene, TX: Abilene Christian University Press, 2012), 105-124. 
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thought of themselves as simply open-minded searchers for 

truth. They were utterly unaware of the particularities and/or 

peculiarities of their own worldviews. Holmes said Christian 

scholars could not afford such blissful ignorance.
28

 

 

An essential part of our calling as Christian teachers is thus to help our students 

become aware of those foundational beliefs and assumptions which, otherwise, 

would remain hidden to them.  

 

“Mid-Stream” Integration 

Along with the “pre-disciplinary” conversations, we can also look for natural, 

“mid-stream” points in our teaching that offer moments for integration 

conversations. For example, one topic in any leadership course has to do with 

contemporary leadership models that focus on empowerment. This approach to 

leadership, often tied to the implementation of “self-directed work teams” 

within an organization, focuses on the leader’s commitment to the 

transformation and growth of his or her followers and emphasizes the need for 

leaders to have the kind of inner well-being that will allow them to relinquish 

some power and control. In my leadership class, I use this as a natural point for 

exploring the Christian understand of grace as a resource for developing the 

kind of personal ego strength needed to be an empowering leader. As a prompt 

for this conversation, students read a chapter from Henri Nouwen’s book, 

Spiritual Direction, which grounds our fundamental well-being in the fact that 

God has pronounced us God’s beloved.
29

 That sense of identity, I emphasize, 

might offer the kind of inner security we need in order to avoid styles of 

unhealthy leadership that grow out of the leader’s anxious need to preserve his 

or her power and territory. In this way, a theological concept becomes a 

resource for making sense of an important topic in our discipline.
30

 

 In another of my communication classes, we explore the thinking of 

German philosopher Jürgen Habermas, who wrote extensively about the 

collapse of the public sphere and who posited the “ideal speech situation” as a 

tool for fostering authentic and open deliberation. As part of our conversation, 

we explore the points of interaction between Christian theology and 

Habermas’s ideas and I note that, for much of his life, Habermas viewed 

religion almost entirely as an obstacle to fair deliberation (and, of course, we 

                                                 
28 Jacobsen and Jacobsen 20. 
29 Students read the chapter titled, “Who am I?”, 26-37. 
30 A similar, obvious point of connection arises in the discussion of a popular concept in leadership studies of 

“servant leadership,” which focuses on “putting the needs of followers of followers—not in what the leader 
has accomplished.” Michael Z. Hackman and before their own needs” and gauges a leader’s effectiveness by 

“what happens in the lives Craig E. Johnson, Leadership: A Communication Perspective, 6th ed. (Long Grove, 

IL: Waveland Press, 2013), 358-359. Here I emphasize the fact that this understanding finds its origins in the 

example of Jesus, poignantly displayed when Jesus washes the feet of his disciples (John 13). 
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explore why he could have developed this impression). But then I share an 

essay that appeared several years ago in the Chronicle of Higher Education 

which explored Habermas’s own growing realization of how profoundly the 

latent ethos of Christianity in European culture influenced his thinking—how 

so much of his understanding of fairness and respect in human communication 

grew out of the influence of a Christian worldview.
31

 Again, students are able to 

see clear connections between their faith and what they are learning in their 

coursework. 

 I see similar, wonderfully creative “mid-stream” conversations in the 

teaching of my colleagues: 

 The math professor who uses the discussion of mathematical axioms to 

challenge students to think about the role that axioms play in their own 

lives. 

 The law professor who draws on examples from the life and teachings 

of Jesus to illustrate principles of tax law. 

 The literature professor for whom the exploration of Dostoevsky opens 

the door to conversations about God, vocation, and human suffering. 

In each case, these teachers are not artificially shoehorning “God talk” into their 

lectures. Indeed, they go out of their way to be non-coercive in their 

conversations, never approaching the discussion with the assumption that all of 

their students are believers. In my own case, I typically frame the conversation 

in this way: “If you are a Christian, I want you to see that your theology offers 

resources for understanding your discipline.” In these moments, the 

conversation fosters a powerful awareness of how theology and learning come 

together. 

 

“Post-Discipline” Integration  

Finally, in the course of our teaching, we may have opportunities to seek the 

integration of faith and learning along the lines suggested by the second 

assumption articulated above, which has to do with the way that our discoveries 

might reinforce or even refine our understanding of faith. As an example, my 

biologist colleague, at key moments of discovery, will stop and have “back-

end” conversations with her students about how what they have learned in the 

biological world might tell them about God. (She also has a powerful “pre-

disciplinary” conversation in which she shares her story of how, as a child, she 

loved science but because she was a Christian, always assumed that she could 

never be a scientist since in the world she was raised science and faith were 

viewed as enemies.) 

                                                 
31 Richard Wolin, “Jürgen Habermas and Post-Secular Societies,” Chronicle of Higher Education (September 23, 2005), 

16. 
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 I have similar conversations with my students, for example, after 

introducing them to the rhetorical criticism of the New Testament. For many 

that exploration challenges the view of biblical inspiration and interpretation 

they grew up with, just as it did for me. So I ask them—again, as a thought 

experiment—to discuss whether what they have learned about rhetoric and the 

New Testament means that they must jettison all conceptions of biblical 

inspiration. We eventually come to what I would call an “incarnational” 

understanding that fits beautifully with what we understand to be the central 

event in the Christian narrative. In another class, where we examine the role of 

religious language in contemporary U. S. political discourse, I invite students to 

engage Richard Mouw’s book, Uncommon Decency: Christian Civility in an 

Uncivil World,
32

 which explores how Christian theology can help us learn to 

live with those who disagree with us. My reason is simple: I do not want my 

students to examine religion and politics only from a safe, critical distance. I 

also want them to think about how our faith commitments might actually shape 

the ways we live, work, and talk in a pluralistic society. 

 As these examples suggest, we may find opportunities to explore 

connections between scholarship and Christian faith at the “end-point” of our 

treatment of particular topics in our disciplines, where we examine how what 

we have learned reinforces or even challenges the received ways we have 

understood theology. Of course, for many of us, opportunities may happen at 

all three points, or in still other ways not envisioned in this discussion, for 

example, by applying “secular knowledge” to needs and problems in the world 

as a way of living out Christ’s call to serve the world. But regardless of the 

precise point that it happens, this is our challenge: To think carefully about how 

to bring our faith and learning together at the “ground level” of our own 

particular disciplines. 

 

Conclusion: Why This Matters 

Several years ago, I had the opportunity to serve as the visiting faculty member 

for one of our university’s study abroad programs, where I lived in a house with 

around fifty students for one year. At different points along the way, not only 

was I their teacher, but I also served as the counseling center, office of student 

affairs, university chaplain, the health center and career center and, on the 

occasional weekend, the department of public safety. I came away from that 

experience with a deeper appreciation for the crucial role that all of us play in 

the formation of our students. I realized that my students can be as profoundly 

shaped by an encounter with an RA or our divisional office manager or 

someone in the business office as they are by anything I say in my classroom. 

                                                 
32 Richard Mouw, Uncommon Decency: Christian Civility in an Uncivil World (Grand Rapids, MI: IVP 
Books, 2010). 
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 At the same time, after a decade in this work, here is what I have 

learned: If our students do not hear a robust embrace of faith and learning from 

us, their teachers, they will always see spiritual formation as secondary to 

whatever else we place at the core of our mission. I once attended a panel 

discussion in which students shared what had most influenced the development 

of their faith during their college years. I was struck by the fact that almost all 

of them highlighted the impact of a teacher. Again, this in no way minimizes 

the crucial impact of staff, administrators, and our co-laborers in departments of 

student affairs. We need everyone’s contribution. Yet, the fact remains that we 

work in institutions where everything else symbolically orbits around the 

classroom. When our students hear it from us in that context, then they will see 

most clearly that this is what really matters. 
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